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Big Shows Entertainers is specialize in providing Stage light & Sound system for sale in all over the
India. It Serves the entertainment world for over one decade and established its reputation as one of
the most reputed Show Companies. It provides cutting edge systems on rent which concert laser
systems, electronic systems, av equipment rental, led wall rental, sound and stage light on hire, etc.
It also offer complete show production service for organizing and publicizing any stage event or
concert. We also organize very prestigious shows with renowned artist of India. We also works at
international shows in this period like Russian theater, flamenco dance Spain, Mauritius live shows,
Germany fashion show, laser show, Russian circus.

Big Shows Entertainers also provide advanced and high-tech systems for different events and
occasions at rental basis. We procure products from highly renowned brands; all our products are
highly reliable and work for several hours without producing any interruption. For example, our
sound system and speakers are procured from Martin Audio, Bose, JBL, QSC, Crest Audio and
other companies. Our high standard and top brand products make every event a memorable and
classy including range of light and sound system.

Big shows Entertainers also provide innovative, productive and commendable services with total
clarity and quality. We also have the audio equipment series as CP-X3010, CP-X809, and CP-X
10000, DVP-SR320, VGA Distribution Amplifier, VGA Cable 50ft, Composite video Distribution
Amplifier and many more. The audio consoles equipment consists of the Yamaha M7CL, Yamaha
LS9-32, Allen & Heath GL2800-40, Soundcraft GB8. The M7CL series is a digital live-sound console
includes an impressive array of advanced concepts such as the "Centralogicâ„¢" control interface that
makes it as easy and intuitive to use as an analog console.

Yamaha LS9-32 consists of the 32-mic/line input 64-channel LS9-32. Allen & Heath GL2800-40
Professional Monitor/FOH Console - 38x mono inputs and 2x dual stereo/mono inputs.

It allows you to create screens of various shape and size for digital signage applications, sports
venues, transportation hubs and any other location that requires attention-grabbing video. LED
technology provides you the brightest images possible for large screens and long viewing distances.
Big shows have the kromo lighting, JB, Avolites, hazebase and also the future light high standard
and top brand products of distribution and sales companies. We work on very high skill technical
service to provide best on sale or rent Very specific brand like JBL, MASTER AUDIO, DAS AUDIO,
SHURE, SOUND CRAFT, BOSE, ALLEN HEAT those have fulfills our technical demands.
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Ucsaajeetsh - About Author:
a Big Shows specialize in SOUND and STAGE light, AV Equipment and Led Wall for on Hire,
Rental, Installation in Delhi NCR, and India@+91-9716832555,9811105336 for any enquiry.

For more information visit: a http://www.bigshowsentertainers.in
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